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Zoe invites voters to contact her via email 

zpierce22@verizon.net  

CAUCUS STATEMENT 

Thank you, Bridget, for nominating me and for your kind words. 

Good evening, I am Zoe Pierce and I am seeking to be the caucus nominee for the Board of Assessors.  

My husband and I have lived in Bedford just shy of twenty- one years.  Like many parents of young children, I 

initially volunteered in the schools and for their sports teams.  As they got a little older, I turned my attention 

toward community related committees and organizations. In September of 2002, I was appointed to the Public 

Ceremonies Committee, serving for 4 years , the highlight of which was being appointed to the 275
th

 Bedford 

Birthday Celebration Task Force.  In 2008 I was appointed to the Bedford Affordable Housing Partnership and 

served until June of 2012The organization that is closest to my heart that I belong to is the Bedford Garden Club. I 

have been a member since February 2002 and have served the club in various capacities , from taking care of 

traffic islands, to fund raising, to serving as the club auditor for the past four years. While I thoroughly enjoyed my 

time on these committees, I am at a point in my life where I am able and desire to do more. 

Why the Board of Assessors?  For the past six and a half years I have worked for the Treasurer/Collector in 

Concord, MA. In this role I have had significant interaction with the resident’s and taxpayers of the Town of 

Concord. In my earlier career I worked as a senior accountant for a commercial enterprise where one of my 

responsibilities was to prepare the 50 or so annual state and federal returns for the company.  My work experience 

in Concord has given me a bird’s eye view of the process that towns and cities go through to set and apportion the 

tax levy to its citizens.  Two things are very clear to me. It is a process that must be beyond reproach in how fair 

and equitable it is and how little it is truly understood by many people.  The Board of Assessors role is guided by 

state statutes and is a position that I feel with the combination of my educational background and work experience 

I will be able to serve well. I am committed to serving the town in this capacity. 

Bedford is our home. We have raised our three kids here and I would truly like the opportunity to contribute more 

to Bedford. . 

I ask for your support in voting for me as a caucus nominee and in the election on March 8
th

.  
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